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ABSTRACT
The earth’s upper atmosphere has been studied for over a century now, and
while a multitude of data has been collected studying the plasma in the
ionosphere, there are not equivalent amounts of data on neutrals in the ther-
mosphere to pair with these plasma observations. The Remote Equatorial
Nighttime Observatory for Ionospheric Regions (RENOIR) project consists of
two observing systems stationed in northeastern Brazil in Cajazeiras (6.87◦S,
38.56◦W) and Cariri (7.38◦S, 36.52◦W) since 2009. They are separated by
232.28 km and each is equipped with a Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) to
measure neutral wind velocities and neutral temperatures using observations
of the 630.0-nm emission caused by the dissociative recombination of O+2 .
The FPI systems can operate in two different modes: cardinal and common
volume (CV). In cardinal mode, each FPI looks at a 45◦ elevation angle to-
wards geographic north, east, south, and west followed by a zenith and laser
image. In common volume mode, the two FPIs are synchronized to observe
three common locations followed by both a zenith and laser observation. Two
common volume points, one to the north and one to the south, are where the
two FPIs have the same elevation angle but are looking orthogonal to one
another in the horizontal plane. The third point is an inline measurement to
the midpoint of the two sites. Vector neutral winds in the horizontal plane
can be computed at the two common volume points, and a vertical neutral
wind can be found at the inline point.
FPIs are phase-based instruments, meaning a zero-reference is needed in
order to get an absolute wind measurement. Since there is no practical
630.0-nm lab source, the zero-Doppler source is typically obtained from the
zenith airglow measurements because the vertical winds are assumed to be
zero across the night. However, the inline zenith measurements give non-zero
winds under this assumption, consequently contradicting it. Therefore, the
observations of the frequency-stabilized HeNe laser are used as a zero-Doppler
ii
reference to improve the derived vertical and horizontal neutral winds. This
thesis validates this new technique by both developing an analytical model
for the CV winds and by confirming it with results from actual observations
made in Brazil.
iii
To the poor, future graduate student who reads this... I’m sorry.
I sincerely hope this thesis helps you understand just one thing a bit better.
Just keep swimming!
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CHAPTER 1
MOTIVATION
Many types of instruments have been used to measure and quantify the
properties of the upper atmosphere. From imaging systems, Fabry-Perot in-
terferometers (FPIs), global positioning system (GPS) receivers, radars, and
magnetometers, scientists have been searching to understand the complex
interaction between the earth and space. In the past few decades, instru-
mentation has improved a great deal, and more sites spread around the
globe are being used to uncover the mysteries of the atmosphere. At the
same time, there are a growing number of users of global navigation satellite
systems (GNSS), communication satellites, and other technologies that can
be affected by the state of the upper atmosphere. This growth of technol-
ogy means more humans stand to be affected by space weather; the power
grid, radar signals, long-distance communication systems, satellites, and as-
tronauts all can be disturbed or harmed by solar storms. In order to observe
such disturbances (and ultimately understand and correctly predict them),
it is important to be constantly observing our atmosphere. Scientists have
been compiling data from various instruments both in space and around the
globe in order to accurately model the upper atmosphere in terms of particle
concentrations, temperature, winds, and drifts. These models are still far
from perfect; if storm forecasting is desired, modelers need more data col-
lected by instruments with desired spatial and temporal resolutions. Through
the understanding of the earth’s upper atmosphere, scientists hope to fully
comprehend the complex space–earth environment and engineers can design
satellites and power equipment that are less affected by storms.
A bi-static FPI system has been operating in northeastern Brazil since
2009 to measure the 630.0-nm redline emission of the ionospheric F layer.
From a series of cardinal measurements, we derive the equatorial neutral
temperature and geographic neutral winds using the assumption that there is
no vertical wind throughout the night. This assumption is necessary because
1
the winds are calculated from a Doppler shift and there is no reasonable zero-
Doppler reference for the 630.0-nm wavelength. The Brazilian system has the
added capability of deducing both vertical winds and horizontal vector winds
when coordinating the two FPIs to run in a truly bi-static common volume
mode. When this mode is configured, our analysis produces non-zero vertical
winds at night, specifically at dusk. This finding agrees with those from other
interferometer and non-interferometer based neutral wind measurements ([1],
[2], [3], and [4]). Thus a new zero-Doppler technique is needed such that
there are no contradictions between assumptions and measurements. Such
improved measurements would help elucidate the complex physics of the
nighttime F -region dynamo in this region; the neutral wind is the major
driving force behind the F -region dynamo.
These data are also useful for comparisons with global temperature and
wind models, such as MSIS, HWM, and WAM ([5], [6], and [7], respectively).
Since neutral wind and temperature data are fairly sparse, empirical models
can be improved by including this dataset into their algorithms. For empirical
and physics-based models, our dataset can be used as a means of verification.
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 show an example of this validation for zonal winds from
Horizontal Wind Model ’07 (HWM07 [8]). Figure 1.1 shows approximately
three years of zonal wind data collected from the RENOIR FPIs. Figure
1.2 shows the zonal wind output of HWM07 for the same date range and
times. Note that the model is not perfect; in fact, it seems to be lacking the
diurnal component seen in our data. Clearly, the Brazilian sector is under-
represented in the models, and the inclusion of our data can help correct
these disagreements.
In this thesis, the bi-static FPI system and operations will be described.
Using these measurements in a specific viewing geometry, where both FPIs
look at a common volume of sky, we will show how vector horizontal wind
fields and vertical wind measurements are obtained using observations of the
630.0-nm nightglow emission. Then a series of zero-reference techniques will
be compared both theoretically and with actual data from the sites when the
FPIs are set to scan in this common volume mode. Finally, we study the
accuracy of calculated three-dimensional neutral winds through analytical
models and results from actual observations made in Brazil.
To begin, Chapter 2 examines the basic characteristics of the ionosphere.
Chapter 3 covers the current instrumentation we have deployed in Brazil
2
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Figure 1.1: Approximately three years of zonal wind data from RENOIR.
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Figure 1.2: Corresponding HWM07 output for zonal winds in Brazil.
to study the temperature and velocities of the neutrals at 250-km altitude.
Chapter 4 describes the three techniques used to analyze the FPI data and
accurately compute three-dimensional winds. Chapter 5 details our simula-
tion and results using the bi-static method to scan the skies. Finally, Chapter
6 presents a conclusion of this work along with a discussion of future work
for this and other projects.
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CHAPTER 2
INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces some background covering the earth’s ionosphere
to give a basis for the science described in further chapters. It provides
an overview of the upper atmosphere by describing the chemistry, the elec-
tromagnetic dynamo, and the solar influence on the thermosphere with an
emphasis on the contributions that relate to the measured 630.0-nm emission.
2.1 The Upper Atmosphere
The ionosphere is the region of the atmosphere from about 90 to 1000 km
in altitude where there is a large concentration of plasma, or free ions and
electrons. This region is collocated with the neutral atmosphere which is
stratified by temperature. The troposphere is the layer starting at the sur-
face and extending upwards where the temperature decreases as altitude
increases. The stratosphere is above this layer and is where the temperature
starts increasing as altitude increases due to photon absorption by ozone.
The following layer, the mesosphere, returns to a decrease in temperature
with increase in height. The final layer is the thermosphere where once again
temperature increases with altitude due to incoming high energy solar radi-
ation. The ionosphere is coincident with the mesosphere and thermosphere.
The vertical structure of the ionosphere is typically divided into regions by
the properties of the plasma density. First, note that the neutral density in-
creases exponentially as altitude decreases due to earth’s gravity pulling more
mass towards itself. Second, solar energy decreases as altitude decreases due
to higher absorption and reflections from the increase of neutral constituents.
Simply, there are many particles near the surface but less radiation to ionize
them, while there are fewer particles towards space with excessive radiation
for ionizing them. Therefore, a peak concentration of ions forms somewhere
4
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Figure 2.1: Profile of the temperature (left) and plasma density (right) of
the earth’s atmosphere. Reprinted from The Earth’s Ionosphere, Kelley,
Page 5, 1989, with permission from Elsevier [9].
in between. The peak at 350 km has been labeled the F region, while a sec-
ondary peak at 95 km has been labeled the E region. These two regions span
roughly 150 to 500 km and 90 to 150 km in altitude, respectively. A D region
also exists below 90 km in a thin layer that only exists in the daylight. Note
that only the F region does not completely recombine and vanish during the
nighttime. Figure 2.1 gives a typical profile of the neutral temperature and
ion density.
2.2 Airglow Chemistry
Many chemical interactions happen in the atmosphere, all of which trans-
fer energy in one form or another; some transfer momentum, others radiate.
Certain reactions are luminescent, where a chemical reaction or photon ab-
sorption causes a molecule to release the excess energy in the form of light
[10]. One well-known observable chemiluminescent reaction is the aurora bo-
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Figure 2.2: Daytime concentration of atmospheric constituents. Reprinted
from The Earth’s Ionosphere, Kelley, Page 6, 1989, with permission from
Elsevier [9].
realis, or northern lights. While this phenomenon is very bright, it typically
takes place in the polar regions. In order to learn about the ionosphere in the
low and mid-latitudes through passive imaging, another “glowing” emission
must be used. These reactions are often referred to as airglow.
On the earth’s surface, dry air consists of 78% N2, 21% O2, and 1% other
gases, which are all very well mixed together [11]. Above 120 km, O and O2
are found in equal concentration and, above 250 km, atomic oxygen becomes
the dominant species in the atmosphere [9], as seen in Figure 2.2. The main
ion concentrations around 250 km (the F region) are e− and O+ which are
created from the photo-dissociation of the oxygen atom by UV radiation.
Oxygen, conveniently abundant at ionospheric altitudes, also happens to
play an important role in creating specific airglow emissions.
Oxygen is involved in the emission of three commonly used airglow lines,
557.7 nm, 630.0 nm, and 777.4 nm. The 557.7-nm greenline emission is a
bright, short-lived reaction (250 Rayleighs, 0.74-s lifetime) but occurs in the
mesosphere, below the region of interest for this work [12]. The 777.4 nm
NIR emission is due to the radiative recombination of ionized oxygen and is
described by the following reaction [9]:
O+ + e− → O+ hv. (2.1)
Although the emission occurs quickly compared to the 110-s lifetime of the
630.0-nm emission, its brightness is much dimmer, and the reaction occurs
with plasmas only (no neutral winds measured). Thus, the 630.0-nm redline
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emission is chosen to study the neutral thermosphere/ionosphere. The 630.0-
nm emission is produced through the dissociative recombination of O+2 [13]:
O+2 + e
− → 2O(1S,1D,3 P ). (2.2)
The O(1D) excited state, which emits the 630.0-nm photon, is created in a
fraction of the time it takes for the O+2 to form. The production of O
+
2 is
the limiting reactant of this system. It is produced through an ion exchange
with an ionized oxygen atom:
O2 +O
+ → O+2 +O. (2.3)
There are also three reactions that cause the O(1D) to be depleted before
emitting a photon:
O(1D) + N2 → O(3P ) + N2
O(1D) + O2 → O(3P ) + O2
O(1D)→ O(3P ) + hv.
(2.4)
The first two are known as quenching reactions while the latter is sponta-
neous recombination. The total estimated intensity of the nighttime redline
emission is on the order of 100 Rayleighs, which can be calculated from the
volume emission rate [14]:
k6300 =
0.76A1Dβ1k1[O
+][O2]
A1D + k3[N2] + k4[O2] + k5[e
−]
. (2.5)
The coefficients for the 630.0-nm reaction are in presented in Table 2.1. The
630.0-nm emission rate shows that it is affected by both plasma and neutral
conditions in the F region. The redline emission peaks at roughly 250 km
due to the balance between ion and neutral concentrations, in the same sense
as the ionosphere forms due to a balance between solar energy and particle
density. If the plasma density decreases in the ionosphere, the decreased con-
centration of electrons and O+ ions decreases the emission rate. Less signal
intensity could also be due to the F peak rising in altitude; fewer available
neutrals lead to less recombination occurring, and the signal strength will
once again decrease.
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Table 2.1: Rate coefficients for 630.0-nm emission. After Link & Cogger
[14].
Coefficient Rate Units
A1D 6.81 E -3 1/s
β1 1.1
k1 3.23 E -12 exp(3.72/τi − 1.87/τ 2i ) cm3/s
k3 2.0 E -11 exp(111.8/Tn) cm
3/s
k4 2.9 E -11 exp(67.5/Tn) cm
3/s
k5 1.6 E -12 T
0.91
e cm
3/s
Ti/Te Ion/Electron Temperature K
τi Ti/300
Tn Neutral Temperature K
2.3 F -Region Dynamo
A main reason for studying the neutral winds is the dynamo process in the
F region, through which the mechanical motion of the neutral particles cre-
ates an electrical forcing. The neutral wind, U, is driven by a multitude of
forces including pressure gradient force, gravity, Coriolis force, ion-neutral
collisions, and the viscosity of air [15]:
dU/dt = F− g − 2Ω×U+KN(V −U) + (µ/ρ)∇2U. (2.6)
The pressure gradient force per unit mass is denoted by F, gravity, g, is a
downward force term, Ω is the angular velocity of the earth, which is needed
to describe the Coriolis effects, KN is the neutral-ion collision frequency, V
is the ion drift velocity, µ is molecular viscosity, and ρ is the density. All
vectors will be in an east-north-up (u, v, w) coordinate frame.
In general, the position of the sun drives the neutral wind’s direction and
speed. The pressure gradient force is the largest driving factor of meridional
winds at the equator, causing an equatorward wind in the summer and a
poleward wind in the winter. Zonally, the winds are eastward during the
early night and shift to westward at dawn. These trends can be seen using
the Horizontal Wind Model ’93 (HWM93 [16]). The meridional and zonal
winds at 250 km over northeastern Brazil have been modeled during 2011
using HWM93 with daily Kp indices as inputs. The Kp index is a standard-
ized three-hour average of several different observatories’ measurement of the
horizontal component of the magnetic field used to quantify geomagnetic ac-
8
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Figure 2.3: HWM93 predicted nighttime meridional wind over Brazil in
2011.
tivity [17]. The index quantifies the fluctuation of geomagnetic field with
the integer values 0 to 9, where ∼1 is calm and greater than 5 is stormy.
The meridional winds are displayed in Figure 2.3 and the zonal winds are
displayed in Figure 2.4. Note the day-to-day fluctuations in velocity due to
variance in magnetic field and solar flux.
The plasma velocity, V, or ion drift, is described by the following equation
[15]:
V = VE×B +VU·B +Vdiff . (2.7)
The electromagnetic drifts are defined as
VE×B =
(E×B)
B2
(2.8)
where B is the earth’s magnetic field which points more or less horizontally
northward at the magnetic equator and E is an electric field.
The neutral wind, U, also affects ions by pushing them along geomagnetic
field lines. This velocity is a simple projection of the neutral wind onto the
geomagnetic field line B:
VU·B =
(U ·B)B
B2
. (2.9)
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Figure 2.4: HWM93 predicted nighttime zonal wind over Brazil in 2011.
The final term, Vdiff , is the velocity due to plasma diffusion. This speed
depends on the changes in plasma concentration, the changes in temperature,
gravity, and the plasma diffusion coefficient [15].
In order to understand the dynamo process, the typical electric fields must
first be understood. On the dayside of the earth, the sun’s radiation heats
and ionizes part of the upper atmosphere near the equator. The heating
leads to expansion, causing a neutral wind and plasma drift both poleward
and westward. The poleward plasma drift crossed with the magnetic field (it
has a dip angle towards the poles) causes charge separation. Positive charge
will accumulate at the dawn terminator and negative charge will accumulate
on the dusk terminator due to Lorenz forcing:
F = q(E+V ×B). (2.10)
Figure 2.5 is a northern hemisphere view of the planet that shows this charge
build-up. The charge difference creates a dawn-to-dusk E, pointing to the
east in daylight and pointing to the west during the night. The E fields that
are set up then create drifts (Equation 2.7) due to the northern-pointing B
field; the daytime eastern electric field produces an upward vertical drift, and
the nighttime western electric field produces a downward vertical drift.
To further understand how the zonal neutral winds affect the drifts, it is
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Figure 2.5: Charge accumulation and zonal E field around the earth. After
Kelley [9].
first important to discuss the electrical current in a conducting slab, which
Kelley [9] writes as
J = σ(E+U×B). (2.11)
The conductivity tensor, where B is parallel to the north in an east-north-
up coordinate frame, is defined as
σ =


σP 0 σH
0 σ0 0
−σH 0 σP

 (2.12)
where σP is the Pedersen conductivity, σH is the Hall conductivity, and σ0 is
the specific conductivity. A typical profile of these values at solar maximum is
seen in Figure 2.6. The current is created from a wind through the particle-
plasma interactions. There can be no divergence in current because the
magnetic field lines terminate in an insulating region; this happens to be
the E region which recombines during the night. A “slab” of conductivity
remains in the F region when this lower altitude recombines. The neutral
wind, blowing eastward at night due to the pressure gradient force, will create
a vertical current (Equation 2.11). The current will move positive charge
upward, but it will begin to accumulate on the edge of the conducting slab.
The potential from charge separation forms a downward E field and current
11
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Figure 2.6: Typical profiles of ionospheric conductivities. After Kelley [9].
to negate the upward current and satisfy the divergence free condition. That
E crossed with B leads to the typical eastern ion drifts during the night. This
process, tying neutral winds into the plasma drifts, is termed the F -region
dynamo.
2.3.1 Temperatures
The temperature of the thermosphere is typically around 1000 K due to the
absorption of high energy photons (UV and EUV) from the sun. As the sun
sets, the temperature starts to decrease through the night to roughly 750
K. The incoming radiation also changes across the year due to solar zenith
angle, with higher temperatures in local summer. Similarly, the sun’s 11-year
solar cycle affects the temperatures cyclically; at 250 km the temperatures
can range from around 600 K during deep solar minimum to 1200 K near-
ing solar max. There is also a midnight temperature maximum (MTM), a
seasonally varying phenomenon in which tidal forcing causes a temperature
bulge around local midnight [18].
A simulation of predicted thermospheric temperature conditions at 250
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Figure 2.7: MSISE00 predicted nighttime neutral temperatures over Brazil
in 2011.
km over northeastern Brazil (7.13◦S, 37.54◦W) from 2011 is shown in Figure
2.7. The data are modeled using the Naval Research Laboratory’s Mass
Spectrometer and Incoherent Scatter Empirical model (NRLMSISE-00) that
takes the time of day, location, Kp index, and f10.7 (a measure of solar flux
at the 10.7-cm wavelength) as an input to show the day-to-day variation in
temperature [5]. Note that while the general trend is a gentle falloff over the
night, this model fails to capture the MTM that does indeed exist at this
location [19].
2.3.2 FPI Measurements of Airglow
People have long observed the glowing ionosphere at night, mainly through
auroral observations. The first Fabry-Perot interferometer observations of the
aurora were made by Babcok [20] in 1923. Fifty years later, Hernandez and
Roble became the first to record measurements of thermospheric winds and
temperatures using the 630.0-nm emission [21]. In 1982, Biondi and Sipler
were the first to collect airglow data from Brazil using an FPI [2]. Today,
many more FPIs are scattered around the globe, but measurements of the
neutrals, especially around the low latitudes and in the southern hemisphere,
are lacking (see Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Map of known working FPI sites across the globe in 2012.
Observing vertical winds is a major focus of this thesis since knowing this
component is necessary for analyzing the airglow observations. They were
first estimated from the continuity equation and circulation models, and were
computed to be on the order of 1 m/s [22]. Through the addition of more and
more neutral wind data, it was found that the average vertical winds should
be zero. However, Biondi and Sipler [2] were the first to show measurements
of large downward vertical winds over Natal, Brazil. Later, Raghavarao [4]
used the spectrometer on Dynamic Explorer 2 to propose that substantial
vertical winds could be produced from the equatorial anomaly, especially
around twilight hours when the downward winds were observed to be as
high as 40 m/s. Additional measurements will be key in understanding the
complex physics that occur in the F region. These neutral data will also
help the atmospheric models, many of which are empirical (such as MSIS [5],
HWM [6]). Other models are physics based (such as WAM [7] and TIE-GCM
[23]) and will require this neutral data set as a means of validation.
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CHAPTER 3
INSTRUMENTATION
In this chapter, the current setup of the RENOIR FPIs will be explained. A
basic overview of the fundamental workings of an FPI as well as a description
of the system’s parameters are also included.
3.1 The Fabry-Perot Interferometer
Fabry-Perot interferometers (FPIs) are used in telecommunication products,
lasers for resonance, interferometry, and spectroscopy. Ours is employed to
measure the thermospheric temperatures and neutral winds of the F region
by capturing the interference pattern of light after it passes through an etalon.
The etalon is simply two partially-reflective pieces of flat glass separated by
a gap. This optical cavity sets up a transmission function depending on
the etalon’s parameters and the wavelength of light inside the gap. The
light that is transmitted interferes with itself creating the Airy interference
pattern when imaged. The basic FPI system is composed of a filter, an
etalon, a focusing lens, and a CCD.
3.1.1 Etalon Basics
The FPI’s most important component is the etalon. It is made of two par-
tially reflecting surfaces separated by a gap of distance d with a refractive
index of n. These two surfaces are covered by a semi-reflective lossless coating
giving the system a set reflectance, R, and transmittance, T .
To understand how temperature and wind estimates are made using an
FPI, one must first understand the typical interference pattern created by
the etalon. Begin by assuming that a monochromatic ray of light travels into
the etalon at angle θ. This ray of light will be repeatedly transmitted and
15
Figure 3.1: Etalon ray geometry.
reflected by the surfaces as seen in Figure 3.1. The optical path difference
between successive reflections creates a phase lag, φ, shown to be [24]
φ =
(2π
λ
)
2dn cos(θ). (3.1)
The total intensity of the transmitted electric field, ET , can be calculated
using simple geometric optics; by adding all the transmitted rays that emerge
from the etalon,
ET =
∑
Etransmitted
= E0t
2 + E0tr
2tejφ + E0tr
4tej2φ + ...
(3.2)
Note that assuming both surfaces are identical, R = r2 and T = t2. Also,
assume that the etalon is infinitely long so that an infinite geometric Taylor
series can be used to simplify the summation [24]:
ET = E0t
2(1 + r2ejφ + r4ej2φ + ...)
= E0t
2/(1− r2ejφ)
= E0T/(1−Rejφ).
(3.3)
The intensity of the light passing through is equivalent to |ET |2. Since we
know R+T = 1, this intensity can be calculated and simplified with the use
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Figure 3.2: Sample Airy function with varied reflectance.
of a double angle identity:
I(φ) = I0T
2/(1− Rejφ −Re−jφ +R2)
= I0T
2/(1− 2R cos(φ) +R2)
= I0T
2/(1− 2R(1− sin(φ/2)) +R2)
= I0T
2/((1− R)2 + 4R sin2(φ/2))
= I0T
2/(1− R)2(1 + F sin2(φ/2))
= I0/(1 + F sin
2(φ/2)).
(3.4)
We see that the intensity is equal to the Airy function, where F = 4R/(1−R)2
is the coefficient of finesse. Figure 3.2 shows about five full fringe orders of
this function with various reflectance values. The Airy function is a two-
dimensional pattern, and since the CCD used is a 2D array, we see a radially
symmetric pattern as in Figure 3.3. If measured with a 1D CCD array, only
the 1D fringe pattern is seen.
3.1.2 Etalon Parameters
There are several parameters in an FPI design that can be chosen to optimize
the output for a specific application. Figure 3.2 clearly demonstrates that
fringes can be narrowed just by selecting a higher reflectance coating. The
airglow temperature estimation is derived from the fringe thickness; thin-
ner fringes means less overlap and better accuracy. There is a balance to
achieve, however, as increasing the reflectance decreases the transmitted sig-
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Figure 3.3: Typical CCD image of rings formed when light from a HeNe
laser is imaged through the etalon.
nal and thus lowers the SNR. Reflectivity finesse, NR, is a useful parameter
to characterize peak spacing versus width. The transmission peaks are lo-
cated at every φ = 2nπ interval, where n is the fringe order. The full-width
at half-max (FWHM) will occur at phase lag φFWHM in Equation 3.4 such
that
1/2 = 1/(1 + F sin2(φFWHM/2)). (3.5)
The reflectivity finesse is then simply defined as the ratio between the sepa-
ration and width [24]:
NR = 2π/2φFWHM = (π/2)
√
F. (3.6)
Another very important parameter is the free spectral range (FSR or ∆λ)
that describes the maximum change in wavelength that can be unambigu-
ously resolved by the system. It categorizes the resolving power of the system.
By taking the derivative of Equation 3.1 with respect to wavelength, we can
find how the phase shift changes with wavelength shift from a fixed input
angle:
∆φ = 2π2dn cos(θ)∆λ/λ2. (3.7)
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The smallest possible phase change, ∆φ, that would cause the new fringes to
overlap the old fringes and be undetectable would be 2π. Setting Equation
3.7 equal to this phase change, we find the FSR:
∆λ = λ2/(2dn cos(θ)). (3.8)
Note that since our frequency is fixed by the airglow, d and n are the free
parameters that adjust the FSR. The free spectral range is proportional to the
largest unambiguous Doppler shift of airglow winds. While having a higher
free spectral range gets better frequency resolution, the optical field-of-view
(FOV) is set and thus less fringes will be imaged.
A final parameter that is useful is the resolution power of the etalon,
R0 . This is used to determine the resolving limit between two partially
overlapping peaks. The Rayleigh criterion for resolution states that peaks
can be separated if the ratio of the midpoint intensity and peak intensity is
8/π2 [24]. The resolution power is defined as
R0 = ∆λ/NR. (3.9)
3.1.3 Parameters with Real Signals
While the previous parameters are useful in understanding an FPI system,
they all assume an idealized delta-Dirac function input. In reality, the input
is a Gaussian broadened source centered at the peak wavelength we seek to
measure. The airglow intensity per pixel, i, can be estimated from
Ni =
106A0ΩitQiTE
4π
∫
TF (λ)Υ(λ, θ)S(λ) dλ+Bi (3.10)
where A0 is the area of the etalon, Ωi is the field-of-view, t is the integration
time, Qi is the efficiency of the CCD pixel, TE is the transmission coefficient of
the etalon, TF is the transmission coefficient of the filter, Υ is the instrument
function, S is the Gaussian spectrum of the input signal, and Bi is the
background noise of the current pixel. This shows that the actual output of an
FPI is the convolution of the signal (a Gaussian) with the etalon instrument
function (the Airy function). The result is a broadened Airy pattern shifted
by the Doppler frequency which contains the signal parameters we desire to
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Figure 3.4: Signal parameters desired from the measurements of a single
fringe.
measure.
Figure 3.4 shows the four main signal parameters that will be retrieved
from a single fringe: background intensity, peak intensity, Doppler broad-
ening, and Doppler shift. The background intensity, IB, gives a measure of
the noise level in the image. The airglow intensity, IA, is measured from the
difference between I0 and IB and can be used to estimate k6300 (see Equation
2.5). The neutral temperature, Tn, is calculated from the Doppler broad-
ened width, σFWHM . This FWHM is proportional to
√
2kTn/m, where k
is Boltzmann’s constant and m is the mass of the constituent (oxygen) [25].
The line-of-sight winds, V LOS, can be determined by using the Doppler shift,
∆λ0. The standard Doppler shift equation is given as
f =
(
c+ V r
c+ V s
)
f0. (3.11)
As a stationary observer of the airglow, V r = 0 and the Doppler equation is
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solvable for the source velocity, V s = V LOS:
V LOS =
(
∆f0
∆f0 + f0
)
c
=
(
∆λ0
λ0
)
c.
(3.12)
This equation may seem straight forward, but the problem lies in knowing
the peak location of λ0. Obtaining a proper zero-Doppler reference is crucial
in getting a correct Doppler shift and accurate winds. Such techniques will
be discussed further in Chapter 4.
3.2 Fabry-Perot Sites
In 2009, two RENOIR (Remote Equatorial Nighttime Observatory for Iono-
spheric Regions) systems were deployed in northeastern Brazil to monitor the
thermosphere near the equator. One is stationed in the city of Cajazeiras
(6.87◦S, 38.56◦W, geomagnetic: 5.73◦S, 32.98◦E) and the other at Cariri
(7.38◦S, 36.52◦W, geomagnetic: 6.81◦S, 34.70◦E). The instrumentation in
these systems includes an airglow imager, a dual frequency GPS unit, GPS
scintillation monitors, and Fabry-Perot interferometers. While the GPS units
can run continuously throughout the day and night measuring total electron
content (TEC: receiver to satellite integrated electron density), the imaging
systems can only view the redline emission after sunset during moon-down
time periods (the bright moon is a large noise source).
3.2.1 RENOIR FPI Parameters
The FPIs in Brazil use a 4.2-cm diameter glass etalon with a 1.5-cm air gap
spacing (n = 1.0006) to image the 630.0-nm redline emission. They each
have a 76% reflectivity while the filter has approximately a 65% 630.0-nm
transmission efficiency with a full-width half-max of approximately 0.6 nm.
The image is focused onto a 13.3x13.3 mm (1024x1024 pixel) CCD by a
lens with a focal length of 30 cm. The CCD purchased is an Andor DU434
which has an extremely low readout noise of 3 electrons/pixel and a dark
noise of 0.0004 electrons/pixel when cooled to below −70 ◦C. The line-of-
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Figure 3.5: SkyScanner looking south in Cariri.
Table 3.1: Parameters concerning FPI.
Parameter Variable Value
Etalon Diameter D 4.2 cm
Etalon Gap d 1.5 cm
Refractive Index n 1.0006
Etalon Reflectivity R 76%
Filter Transmission T 65%
Filter FWHM 0.6 nm
CCD Dimensions 1024x1024 pixels
CCD Pixel Size 13x13 µm
CCD Readout Noise 3 e−/pixel
CCD Dark Noise 0.0004 e−/pixel
SkyScanner FOV θ 1.8◦
sight wind direction is set using a two-axis pointing mirror system called a
SkyScanner (see Figure 3.5). Two motors control the azimuthal and zenith
tilt of the mirrors within 0.1◦, allowing for full sky coverage from the 1.8◦
half-angle field of view. The etalons, lenses, and filters are all encased in a
temperature controlled box to minimize the change in the parameters due
to the diurnal temperature cycle. A Melles Griot STP 910-230 HeNe laser
is used for measuring the instrument function. It is stated to lock within 10
minutes between 10 and 30 ◦C and to be stable within 3 MHz over 8 hours.
There is also a maximum of a 0.5-MHz/◦C drift in an unstable environment.
The laser image is taken by observing a diffusion sphere with the 632.8-nm
HeNe source shining into it.
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Using Equation 3.8 along with our system parameters in Table 3.1, we find
the FSR to be 13.23 pm. If this is applied to Equation 3.12, the maximum
unambiguous Doppler shift can be calculated to be 6,295.6 m/s. The largest
realistic line-of-sight wind speed in the ionosphere will be less than 300 m/s;
this is well within the limits set by the FSR, meaning the etalon was properly
designed to measure the desired winds. The field-of-view, θFOV, on the CCD
is given by simple trigonometry:
θFOV = tan
−1(lCCD/2f) (3.13)
where f is the focal length and lCCD is the width of the CCD. This equation,
in conjunction with Equation 3.1, can be used to find the total phase from the
center to the edge of the CCD. Simply divide this by 2π to get the estimated
number of fully imagable rings:
Nrings = (φ|θ=θFOV − φ|θ=0)/2π. (3.14)
Using the system parameters defined in Table 3.1, there should be 11.7 total
rings.
3.2.2 Viewing Geometries
Initially, the FPIs were set up to look in the cardinal directions at a 45◦
elevation angle, as well as to zenith and to a calibration laser (the utility of
which will be discussed in Chapter 4), to estimate the wind velocities and
temperature in these directions. By assuming zero vertical wind throughout
the night, geographically meaningful winds could be calculated from each
image. The observation directions for the cardinal viewing mode are seen in
Figure 3.6, where the tips of the arrows represent the latitude/longitude of
the 250-km height from which the majority of the signal is assumed to come.
Although the distances between different observations are large (>300 km),
we assume the winds and temperatures are constant across this area. This
assumption allows for comparisons to be made with the different viewing
points and is reasonable in calm conditions (times with little fluctuation in
the earth’s magnetic field).
In the middle of 2010, the instruments were set up to run in a common
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Table 3.2: Parameters concerning common volume geometry. After
Meriwether [19].
From CAJ From CAR
Elevation Angle to CVN 55.6◦ 55.6◦
Azimuth Angle to CVN 59.1◦ 329.1◦
Distance to CVN 164.25 km 164.25 km
Elevation Angle to IN 64.2◦ 64.2◦
Azimuth Angle to IN 104.1◦ 284.1◦
Distance to IN 116.14 km 116.14 km
Elevation Angle to CVS 55.6◦ 55.6◦
Azimuth Angle to CVS 149.1◦ 239.1◦
Distance to CVS 164.25 km 164.25 km
volume (CV) mode. This synchronized sequence consists of a laser and zenith
measurement followed by one or two common volume points and the inline
point. The midpoint (inline) is located at 7.13◦S, 37.54◦W (geomagnetic:
6.28◦S, 33.84◦E). The north common volume point (denoted CVN) is lo-
cated at 6.11◦S, 37.29◦W (geomagnetic: 5.26◦S, 34.45◦E) while the south
common volume point (denoted CVS) is located at 8.14◦S, 37.80◦W (geo-
magnetic: 6.95◦S, 33.22◦E). The locations of these common volume points
and the FPI locations are shown in Figure 3.7, where the arrow tip indicates
the point where the observation pierces 250 km in altitude. These three
points are seen from Cariri and Cajazeiras at the angles displayed in Table
3.2. CVN and CVS are chosen so that the horizontal wind components at
250 km are orthogonal and the elevation angles from each site are equal. This
conveniently allows us, when a vertical wind assumption at these locations
is made, to get a complete horizontal wind vector. Additionally, the inline
measurement from two sites adds another vertical wind estimation.
3.2.3 Data Collection
The two RENOIR systems operate every night through a set of automated
scripts. Their tasks range from turning on the equipment, to setting up the
proper start/stop times for data recording, to actually starting the program
that takes the measurements all night. The instruments begin taking data af-
ter astronomical twilight and run until dawn. The system is pre-programmed
to be in either the cardinal or common volume viewing mode, and will take
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Figure 3.6: FPI measurement directions in cardinal mode: Arrows project
to 250 km for the north (blue), east (green), south (red), and west (brown)
directions. The 10◦ geomagnetic latitude line is drawn in dashed black for
reference.
Figure 3.7: FPI measurement directions in common volume mode: Arrows
project to 250 km height for the north (blue), inline (green), and south
(green) directions. The 10◦ geomagnetic latitude line is drawn in dashed
black for reference.
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a designated sequence of images the entire night. Laser exposures are a mere
30 seconds, while airglow exposures range from 3 to 5 minutes, depending
on solar conditions. Once the night is over, all laser, zenith, and directional
images are sent back to a University of Illinois server for processing.
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CHAPTER 4
FPI DATA ANALYSIS AND
ZERO-DOPPLER TECHNIQUES
This chapter discusses the analysis techniques used to convert an interfer-
ogram from the FPI into the scientifically desired values of intensity, tem-
perature, and Doppler velocity. The exact analysis relating to the equations
in Section 3.1.3 will be covered, along with a comparison of zero-Doppler
techniques. A 630.0-nm calibration source is not easily obtainable, so one of
three zero-reference methods must be substituted to overcome this challenge.
4.1 FPI Analysis Overview
With an entire night’s worth of interferograms collected, custom MATLAB
programs automatically run to analyze the observations. The goal of the pro-
cesses is to transform each two-dimensional (2D) image into a one-dimensional
(1D) fringe pattern from which winds and temperatures can easily be ex-
tracted. The processing can be broken down into three stages: laser exposure
images, sky exposure images, and grouped measurement correction. A brief
overview of these scripts follows; for a more detailed explanation, see Makela
et al. [25].
The laser images are analyzed first to determine the instrument function
throughout the night; the HeNe laser has such a narrow bandwidth that the
interferogram created from the laser exposure will approximate the impulse
response of the system. This method of finding the instrument function
was adapted from Killeen and Hays [26]. Although the laser exposures are
shorter than the sky exposures, the HeNe emission is much brighter, and this
results in a high SNR, creating easily analyzable rings. First, the center of
the interference pattern must be found through thresholding the image and
placing bounding concentric circles on all the rings in the 2D Airy pattern.
The center is recorded as the average of the centers of the bounding circles.
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Due to the circular nature of the Airy pattern, an annular summation about
the center is taken; hence, an accurate sub-pixel center is desired. Obtaining
an accurate center is a challenging task to automate, and a poorly chosen
center will induce large errors because the peak locations are smeared out
and the Gaussian shape is artificially broadened.
Next, the 2D pattern is collapsed azimuthally around the center to a sim-
pler 1D fringe pattern. An annular summation achieves this simplification
using N bins that take the form of equal area rings to create a fringe pat-
tern as seen in Figure 4.1. For full, 1024 × 1024 pixel images, we found
that N = 500 is a good choice, and for half-resolution images, N = 250.
A low N will have higher SNR per bin since each will have more pixels in
it. However, there will also be poorer resolution of the fringes, making the
parameter estimation harder. Empirical testing showed that the stated val-
ues of N annular regions were optimal at reducing the errors in parameter
estimation while keeping the SNR high. Then, the peaks in the fringe pat-
tern are found in pixel space. Each individual Gaussian-like order (centered
on the each peak location) will be decomposed into 22 Fourier coefficients.
These Fourier components are interpolated across the night in order to be
used as the instrument function parameters in the airglow image analysis.
Next, the 630.0-nm airglow images are analyzed in a manner identical to
the laser interferograms. The laser center point, peak locations, and Fourier
coefficients are all used as initial guesses for better accuracy because the SNR
for the laser is greater than for the airglow emissions. The frequency change
between the two is corrected using K, a measure of peak-to-peak distance:
K =
λ0
λlaser
Klaser. (4.1)
Once the Fourier coefficients are computed, they are used in the Levenberg–
Marquardt (LM) non-linear least-squares fitting algorithm to compute esti-
mates of the parameters describing the best-fit Gaussian to the order. This
Gaussian is the signal, S(λ), from Equation 3.10. The estimated parameters
not only define the shape of the curve but also are used to deduce the back-
ground and signal intensity, Doppler velocity, and temperature. The LOS
Doppler shift estimates the neutral wind speed using an arbitrary reference
28
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Figure 4.1: Typical 1D fringe pattern.
wavelength, λref, and the LM peak position estimate, λˆ:
V LOS = c
(
1− λˆ∆λ+ λref
λ0
)
. (4.2)
The neutral temperature is found using the molecular mass of oxygen, m,
Boltzman’s constant, k, and the LM estimate of width, σˆ:
T =
m
2k
(
σˆ∆λc
πλ0
)2
. (4.3)
Finally, the entire night of laser and sky exposure Doppler velocity esti-
mates is used to obtain corrected, geographically meaningful wind estimates.
This step requires various assumptions to correct for not having an absolute
zero-Doppler reference (see Section 4.2). After the LOS velocities are cor-
rected, they are transformed into useful geographic winds (meridional, zonal,
and vertical) and plots of the data are generated.
Before we can cover the Doppler analysis, a justification of the necessity
of a zero-Doppler reference is required. The wavelength of the incoming
light from the redline emission is unknown and the absolute phase cannot
be measured from the interferogram. Without either of these, an absolute
Doppler shift cannot be found. Thus, a zero-Doppler reference is needed
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Figure 4.2: An entire night’s uncorrected laser and raw LOS airglow
velocities taken from LM’s analysis of the second fringe on November 7-8,
2010 at Cariri.
so that accurate absolute velocity measurements can be made. Figure 4.2
shows a single night’s uncorrected laser and line-of-sight Doppler velocities
from the LM analysis. Note how the results are completely unreasonable; the
maximum LOS wind speeds from thermospheric models are at most ±300
m/s, and, thus, some Doppler reference must be used to correct the offset.
The next section discusses the possible choices for the zero offset.
4.2 Doppler Analysis
Each FPI measurement provides an estimate of LOS Doppler shift, which
must be transformed into a sensible coordinate system, such as geographic
east, north, and up. This Doppler shift can be calculated as a sum of pro-
jections of the u, v, w (east-north-up) winds onto the observation direction
measured by the instrument. For instance, the vertical wind component of
the LOS wind is calculated as V zenithi = w sin(αi) where αi is the elevation
angle. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the geometry of these projections and, thus,
the total Doppler velocity is defined as:
V LOSi = w sin(αi) + [v cos(θi) + u sin(θi)] cos(αi) + βi (4.4)
where V is the observed velocity, β is the velocity offset due to unknown
Doppler reference, and θ is the azimuthal angle. Superscripts will denote the
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Figure 4.3: Velocity projection
geometry of single FPI: elevation cut.
Figure 4.4: Velocity projection
geometry of single FPI: azimuthal
cut.
direction frame in which the wind measurement is given (e.g., LOS, zenith,
or horizontal) and subscript i will denote the site where the measurement is
made. βi is the unknown Doppler reference described in Section 4.1. In one
LOS measurement, there are four unknowns to solve for. The separate zenith
and inline measurements eliminate the horizontal components, leaving only
two unknowns to solve. However, these equations are still under-determined.
In our bi-static RENOIR experiment, there are two measurements but still
four unknowns, also making this an under-determined system. We have cre-
ated three techniques to make this system of measurements solvable. The
following techniques use “hat” notation to signify values estimated from ob-
servations and “tilde” notation to signify values interpolated across time.
4.2.1 Zero-Zenith Technique
A very straightforward method for determining the zero reference is to assume
that the vertical winds are zero. Vertical winds are on the order of one
to two magnitudes smaller than the horizontal winds (horizontal winds are
typically 50 to 200 m/s). Due to the accuracy limitation of older equipment,
although a slight vertical velocity was measured, the value of 0 m/s was
usually contained within the error bars. Since uncertainty was so high in
these measurements, it was safe to assume that the vertical winds during
the night were actually zero. This assumption allows us to take the zenith
measurements throughout the night and use these as a 630.0-nm Doppler
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Figure 4.5: Aerial view of common volume viewing geometry.
zero reference. With this assumption, wˆ is always set to be zero and we can
use the zenith LOS measurements to solve for βˆi(t). Doing so shows that
βˆi(t) = V
zenith
i (t), which is spline interpolated across the entire night for each
site. This zero-Doppler reference simplifies Equation 4.4 for all non-zenith
directions to
V LOSi = [v cos(θi) + u sin(θi)] cos(αi) + V˜
zenith
i (4.5)
where V˜ zenithi is the Doppler offset interpolated to this measurement time.
From this equation it is easily seen that when cardinal mode is active,
the equation reduces to V cardinali = xˆ cos(αi) + V˜
zenith
i , where xˆ is the esti-
mated horizontal wind speed in the cardinal direction that the measurement
is pointed in (i.e., north, south, east, or west). Thus, with one measurement,
one component of the horizontal wind field can be solved:
xˆ = (V cardinali − V˜ zenithi )/ cos(αi). (4.6)
When in CV mode, the systems take horizontally perpendicular measure-
ments at the common volume point, as shown in Figure 4.5. Once corrected
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for offset, the system of equations is just a rotation matrix, set up as
[
V LOSCAJ − V˜ zenithCAJ
V LOSCAR − V˜ zenithCAR
]
=
[
sin(θCAJ) cos(αCAJ) cos(θCAJ) cos(αCAJ)
sin(θCAR) cos(αCAR) cos(θCAR) cos(αCAR)
][
uˆ
vˆ
]
.
(4.7)
The vector wind components at the common volume location are then solved
to be
uˆ =
V HCAJ cos(θCAR)− V HCAR cos(θCAJ)
sin(θCAJ − θCAR) (4.8)
vˆ =
V HCAJ sin(θCAR)− V HCAR sin(θCAJ)
sin(θCAR − θCAJ) (4.9)
wˆ = 0 (4.10)
where the horizontal components are
V HCAJ =
V LOSCAJ − V˜ zenithCAJ
cos(αCAJ)
(4.11)
V HCAR =
V LOSCAR − V˜ zenithCAR
cos(αCAR)
. (4.12)
Using these equations, the Brazilian data were analyzed for neutral wind
speeds. A single example of this analysis on a night of clear-sky common
volume measurements is shown in Figure 4.6. These results are reasonable
and agree with results from both cardinal mode and climatological models.
However, the next-generation FPIs currently in use are more accurate and
have smaller measurement uncertainties and, therefore, should be able to
measure vertical winds (that were initially assumed to be zero). We can test
the accuracy of this assumption using the independent inline measurement
of vertical wind. The vector addition of the corrected inline directions (ge-
ometry in Figure 4.7) only has a vertical component because the horizontal
components should be nearly equal and opposite. The remaining vertical
component is an estimation of the vertical wind:
wˆIN =
V INCAJ − V˜ zenithCAJ + V INCAR − V˜ zenithCAR
2 sin(αIN)
. (4.13)
When comparing the vertical winds from the bottom plot of Figure 4.6, the
inline vertical measurements are not self-consistent with the zenith estimated
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Figure 4.6: Common volume winds analyzed using zero-zenith technique on
November 7-8, 2010.
vertical winds (which were assumed to be zero) at each site, implying that
our assumptions are wrong. This is not an isolated instance; many nights,
particularly in the local summer, have a nearly −40 m/s vertical wind at
dusk. These observations match similar findings by Raghavarao [4] and has
thus prompted a new method of Doppler zeroing to be created.
4.2.2 Zero-Laser Technique
In order to not have to assume zero vertical wind in the thermosphere, a
priori, an alternate method for determining the Doppler zero reference is
needed. A frequency-stabilized HeNe laser is already in use for deriving
system parameters for the analysis, so the stationary laser emission could
be used as the zero reference because no change in setup would be required.
Following the laser specs in Section 3.2.1 and assuming a 10 ◦C temperature
swing, the maximum drift would only be 8 MHz. This maps to a tolerable 5
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Figure 4.7: Profile view of inline viewing geometry.
m/s velocity shift calculated using Equation 3.12:
∆V laser =
(
8 E 6
8 E 6 + c/632.8 E -9
)
c = 5.06 m/s. (4.14)
The laser analysis would just take one additional step of running the laser
Fourier coefficients through the LM least-squares algorithm to compute an
estimate of Doppler velocity, using the same process as for the airglow coef-
ficients. Since the laser source is not moving in the reference frame of the
instrument and is close in frequency to the airglow emission, it can be used
as the zero-Doppler reference. The difference between the frequency of the
laser and airglow emission needs to be accounted for because it puts the
laser fringe at a much different order than the emission spectrum. Using
the Doppler shift equation (Equation 3.12), the velocity offset from laser to
airglow wavelengths can be calculated:
V offset =
(
632.8 E -9− 630 E -9
630 E -9
)
c = 1.332 E 6 m/s. (4.15)
This offset will be subtracted from all V laseri (t) terms so the velocities will
all be in the correct reference wavelength. The laser Doppler velocity will
be interpolated across the entire night to get the Doppler offset, βˆi(t) =
V laseri (t) − V offset, in Equation 4.4. With this extra variable known, no as-
sumptions have to be made when estimating zenith or inline velocities. The
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vertical winds can then be solved to be
wˆIN =
V INCAJ − ˜ˆβCAJ + V INCAR − ˜ˆβCAR
2 sin(αIN)
(4.16)
wˆzenithi = V
zenith
i − ˜ˆβi. (4.17)
The newly estimated vertical winds must then be interpolated across the
entire night for use in estimating the absolute Doppler shifts of the other
LOS measurements. These interpolated vertical wind estimates, along with
the interpolated laser velocity, reduces the unknowns and, thus, cardinal and
horizontal common volume winds can be calculated. Cardinal winds can be
calculated as
xˆ = (V cardinali − ˜ˆw sin(αi)− ˜ˆβi)/ cos(αi). (4.18)
Like the zero-zenith method, the common volume measurements can be
set up in matrix form and solved for zonal and meridional winds:
uˆ =
V HCAJ cos(θCAR)− V HCAR cos(θCAJ)
sin(θCAJ − θCAR) (4.19)
vˆ =
V HCAJ sin(θCAR)− V HCAR sin(θCAJ)
sin(θCAR − θCAJ) (4.20)
where the horizontal components are
V HCAJ =
V LOSCAJ − ˜ˆw sin(αCAJ)− ˜ˆβCAJ
cos(αCAJ)
(4.21)
V HCAR =
V LOSCAR − ˜ˆw sin(αCAR)− ˜ˆβCAR
cos(αCAR)
. (4.22)
Figure 4.8 shows a typical night’s wavelength shifted laser velocity com-
pared to the airglow LOS zenith velocity. Note that this “corrected” velocity
is still far off from being a good zero reference (but it is much better than
it was; see Figure 4.2). This difference is likely due to the laser not being
locked to exactly 632.8 nm. In fact, post analysis calculations show the laser
wavelength to be approximately 632.78964 nm. To get the correct β term
from the laser, unfortunately another zenith wind assumption is made — the
average vertical wind velocity over a single night is zero — and instead of
subtracting the constant from Equation 4.15, the laser Doppler must be fit to
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Figure 4.8: An entire night’s wavelength corrected laser and raw zenith
velocities taken from the LM analysis of the second fringe on November 7-8,
2010 at Cariri.
the 630.0-nm emission zenith LOS Doppler profile. Although vertical winds
may exist throughout the night, averaging across the whole night should give
an average-zero vertical wind. This is an improved assumption (in compari-
son to assuming that the vertical wind is zero at all times) because it allows
for vertical winds to exist under the constraint that they average out to zero,
making it less stringent than the previous assumption. A best-fit spline is
used to map the laser to the zenith velocity between the hours of 21:00 and
04:00 local time. These hours were chosen because they avoid dawn and
dusk when other factors may cause large vertical winds and low airglow in-
tensities, which can cause high uncertainties. This laser profile offset by the
zero-average vertical wind assumption is compared to the raw zenith winds
in Figure 4.9. Now, βˆi(t) = V
laser
i (t) − Vˆ fit offseti , which can be interpolated
and used in Equations 4.19 and 4.20 to analyze the same night’s data and
compute neutral winds.
Figure 4.10 shows the zero-laser techniques results; note how all the winds
become more self-consistent when compared to Figure 4.6. Not only are the
three independent vertical measurements in better agreement (and show a
clear post-sunset downward wind), but the meridional and zonal winds from
the two common volume points also match better. Although there is close
agreement, the stability of the laser may still be questionable and false winds
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Figure 4.9: An entire night’s laser observations fit to zero-averaged zenith
observations taken from the LM analysis of the second fringe on November
7-8, 2010 at Cariri.
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Figure 4.10: Common volume winds analyzed using zero-laser technique on
November 7-8, 2010.
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could possibly be obtained. The effects of drifts in the laser frequency will
be studied in Chapter 5.
4.2.3 Zero-Lamp Technique
Although using the laser was an attempt to remove a priori assumptions, one
still had to be made on vertical winds in the thermosphere; and even though
this condition is looser than the zero-zenith assumption, it would be good to
have a better method for determining the Doppler zero reference. Although
it had been assumed that the HeNe laser was stable, it may in fact be mode
hopping early in the evening because it is not thermally controlled, and the
temperatures inside the trailer can exceed the stated working specs of the
laser. Also, these temperatures are higher than the set control point for the
etalon, so the gap spacing will undergo thermal expansion. This is the same
time period when our supposed vertical winds are largest. Furthermore, the
laser frequency is controlled by the cavity length inside the laser, which might
have a temperature dependence.
An alternate emission source is that provided by a hollow cathode lamp
(HCL). The emission wavelength from an HCL is set by a chemical reaction
and is not expected to have a temperature dependence. Thus, we can create
a zero-reference utilizing the HCL emission in the same way as we used
the HeNe laser as a reference in the previous section. To test this lamp
technique, a BaNe hollow cathode lamp was added to the system and imaged
intermittently between the laser and airglow exposures. The cathode lamp
glows due to a chemical reaction and creates a similar redline wavelength
(630.479 nm); therefore, it should be a good source as a zero reference.
The same wavelength normalization issue that occurred with the laser will
also happen with this lamp. The Doppler shift equation (Equation 3.12) can
be used again to find the velocity offset from the lamp to airglow wavelengths:
V offset =
(
630.479 E -9− 630 E -9
630 E -9
)
c = 227.7 E 3 m/s. (4.23)
However, this source is not exactly at 630.479 nm (as Figure 4.11 shows,
the offset from Equation 4.23 does not align to the 630.0-nm observations)
so it, too, must be fit to the observations made in the zenith directions.
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Figure 4.11: An entire night’s wavelength corrected lamp, laser, and raw
zenith velocities taken from the LM analysis of the second fringe on
September 21-22, 2011 at Cariri.
Post analysis calculation shows the lamp wavelength to be approximately
630.50602 nm. The same assumption that the vertical wind averages to zero
between 21:00 and 04:00, therefore, has to be made in order to fit the zenith
observations to the lamp measurements. Thus, βˆi(t) = V
lamp
i (t) − Vˆ fit offseti ,
which will then be interpolated to all measurement times. This βˆi derived
from the lamp will be used just like the βˆi derived from the laser; it will
be used in Equations 4.16 and 4.17 to find the vertical wind component
and Equations 4.19 and 4.20 to find the horizontal wind components. Figure
4.12 shows that the lamp, laser, and zenith measurements all show reasonable
agreement. Figure 4.13 shows the zenith wind estimates obtained using the
three different zero-Doppler reference techniques described here. This figure
shows that, while all are similar in uncertainties for most of the night, there
are some discrepancies between the HeNe- and HCL-derived vertical winds.
Chapter 5 will investigate why the two methods are not in agreement as well
as attempt to verify the vertical winds.
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Figure 4.12: An entire night’s lamp and laser observations fit to
zero-averaged zenith observations taken from the LM analysis of the second
fringe on September 21-22, 2011 at Cariri. The shifted fit makes the
average zero zenith wind assumption between 21:00 and 04:00 LT.
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Figure 4.13: Zenith winds analyzed using zero-lamp technique compared to
other techniques on September 21-22, 2011 at Cariri.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following chapter aims to demonstrate that the zero-laser technique is
sufficient in wind analysis and that vertical winds are actually seen in Brazil
in the local summer months.
5.1 Simulation
In order to investigate how vertical winds would propagate through our anal-
ysis of the line-of-sight Doppler velocities, a series of simulations were run.
Starting with Equation 4.4 and a set wind field (u, v, w), all the Doppler
velocity equations can be calculated as in Chapter 4. However, if we treat
β as the combination of the reference offset and reference error, we can then
investigate how errors in this reference will propagate into the vertical and
horizontal wind directions. Let the total Doppler offset be the combina-
tion of the correct instrument reference factor plus a possible error term:
βˆi = βi + β
error
i .
First, we begin by comparing the errors in three vertical winds with the
errors in reference. Assuming the reference correction term correctly maps
the zero-Doppler velocity at the laser wavelength to the zero-Doppler velocity
at 630.0 nm and there is no laser drift, βerrori = 0 for all sites. With no
reference error, Equations 4.16 and 4.17 will produce equivalent vertical wind
speeds at all three zenith points: Cajazeiras, Cariri, and inline (wˆzenithCAJ =
wˆzenithCAR = wˆ
IN = w). Thus, with no error, a correct vertical wind is seen in
agreement at all three locations.
Now letting βerrori be non-zero, we cannot be sure that our result is from an
actual vertical wind or an artifact of having a poor Doppler reference; math-
ematically, wˆ = w + ǫw. We can simulate what the vertical wind estimation
error, ǫw, will be for a range of laser reference errors, β
error, in order to see
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what artificial winds could be produced:
ǫwIN =
−βerrorCAJ − βerrorCAR
2 sin(αIN)
(5.1)
ǫwZ
i
= −βerrori . (5.2)
Note that these results have a geometry dependence specific to our system.
Figure 5.1 plots these equations to show that all three estimation errors are
nearly proportional to βerror when the two sites have equal errors. Since
the reference error has mapped into both the inline-derived vertical wind
and zenith-derived vertical winds, neither wˆIN = w nor wˆzenithi = w. The
assumption is made that βerrorCAJ ≈ βerrorCAR so the two zenith-derived vertical
winds are in agreement. This assumption may not be true, but in such a
case, the three vertical wind error estimates would be inconsistent, and the
reference error would be easily identifiable (see Figure 5.2). The three false
vertical winds all lie within each other’s errorbars (set at 5 m/s, which is
typical for the observations from these instruments) when βerror is below 40
m/s. Since they are self-consistent and reasonable vertical velocities, a self-
consistent erroneous vertical wind could be inferred from the data. This
consistency check does not clarify if the resultant wind is real or not, so we
must look at the horizontal wind estimates as well.
By comparing the errors in zonal and meridional winds from the north and
south common volume locations, we can run a similar simulation comparing
estimated wind errors by letting uˆ = u+ ǫu and vˆ = v + ǫv. First, let us set
wˆ = 0 as was assumed in the zero-zenith technique (see Section 4.2.1). With
no reference error, Equations 4.8 and 4.9 will produce equivalent horizontal
wind speeds for CVN and CVS (uˆCVN = uˆCVS = u and vˆCVN = vˆCVS = v).
If a Doppler reference error is introduced, the errors in the estimated zonal
and meridional winds are:
ǫuCV =
−βerrorCAJ cos(θCAR) + βerrorCAR cos(θCAJ)
cos(αCV) sin(θCAJ − θCAR) (5.3)
ǫvCV =
−βerrorCAJ sin(θCAR) + βerrorCAR sin(θCAJ)
cos(αCV) sin(θCAR − θCAJ) . (5.4)
Figure 5.3 shows how the errors estimated in both zonal and meridional
directions diverge with increasing reference error, unlike the vertical winds.
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Figure 5.1: Vertical wind error (comparing inline and zenith observation
directions) with equal errors in each reference.
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Figure 5.2: Vertical wind error (comparing inline and zenith observation
directions) with unequal errors in reference.
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Figure 5.3: Horizontal wind errors comparing CVN and CVS with a range
of erroneous Doppler references assuming no vertical wind.
Note here that the divergence in the meridional direction is roughly four
times greater than in the zonal direction due to RENOIR’s geometry, as seen
in Figure 3.7. In such a small region, the horizontal winds should be fairly
comparable, and gradients of 200 m/s over 300 km are not reasonable during
most conditions. Physically, if such a divergence actually occurred, there
must be vertical motion of neutral particles, or a vacuum would form in this
region. While this horizontal wind error comparison does not confirm or deny
the existence of vertical winds in the data, it does suggest that setting the
vertical winds to zero across the entire night is a poor assumption.
Now, let the vertical wind be some non-zero value estimated from observa-
tions made towards the zenith direction, wˆ = V zenithi + βˆi, as in the zero-laser
technique (see Section 4.2.2). This βˆi is composed of the reference offset plus
an error term that has to be factored into the horizontal wind error calcula-
tions. Again, with no reference error, Equations 4.19 and 4.20 will produce
equivalent horizontal wind speeds at CVN and CVS (uˆCVN = uˆCVS = u and
vˆCVN = vˆCVS = v). If a Doppler reference error is introduced, the errors in
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Figure 5.4: Horizontal wind errors comparing CVN and CVS with various
errors in reference.
the estimated zonal and meridional winds are:
ǫuCV =
−βerrorCAJ (1− sin(αCV)) cos(θCAR) + βerrorCAR(1− sin(αCV)) cos(θCAJ)
cos(αCV) sin(θCAJ − θCAR)
(5.5)
ǫvCV =
−βerrorCAJ (1− sin(αCV)) sin(θCAR) + βerrorCAR(1− sin(αCV)) sin(θCAJ)
cos(αCV) sin(θCAR − θCAJ) .
(5.6)
Figure 5.4 shows how the errors in both zonal and meridional directions still
diverge with increasing reference error. However, the errors are greatly re-
duced (by a factor of six) from those seen in Figure 5.3. This error reduction
confirms that the large discrepancies in horizontal winds are due to the in-
correct assumption that the vertical winds are always zero, because βerror
has absorbed this vertical wind error. While gradients of 30 m/s over 300
km are plausible in the thermosphere, it would seem highly unreasonable
to get βerror much greater than 5 m/s. The maximum drift expected in the
laser, according to the datasheet, is 5.06 m/s (calculated in Equation 4.14).
With reference errors less than 10 m/s, the error bars of the two meridional
estimates overlap, as do the two estimates for zonal wind and the three es-
timates of vertical wind. Since these are all in good agreement, our model
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indicates that a real downward 40 m/s wind is outside the range of possible
reference error induced winds. While the simulations did not help prove the
existence of vertical winds, they did verify the ability to correctly observe
vertical winds if the system is running within the stated instrument specifi-
cations. This simulation also helps justify the use of the zero-laser technique
over the zero-zenith technique because it removes unrealistic meridional and
zonal velocity gradients.
5.2 Results
We utilize data collected during the first three years of observations in Brazil;
during two of these years, the instruments ran in common volume mode
when both sites were operational. This plethora of data has been analyzed
with both the zero-zenith and the zero-laser techniques in order to show the
improvements of the zero-laser method over the zero-zenith method in so
much as to have renamed the zero-zenith processing “uncorrected” and the
zero-laser processing “corrected”.
In order to demonstrate this point, a few nights of observations obtained in
CV mode from 2010 and 2011 are presented in Figures 5.5 to 5.16. Both the
uncorrected (using the zero-zenith technique) and corrected (using the zero-
laser technique) results are shown for comparison. It is immediately apparent
that the uncertainties in the wind estimates have increased from zero-zenith
to zero-laser. This increase is because the laser and zenith variances must
be incorporated into the LOS variances since they are both used to deduce
the horizontal component wind. Examining the horizontal velocities, we see
that the winds calculated under the assumption of zero-vertical wind are
not usually self-consistent while the winds calculated using the zero-laser
technique are. Note that, for each of the nights presented in Figures 5.5 to
5.10, a downward wind of nearly −40 m/s is seen at dusk while the vertical
wind is approximately 0 m/s for the rest of the night. The second point to
note is the difference between the meridional winds at the two CV locations
during dusk. The zero-zenith analysis has a ∼200 m/s divergence while
the zero-laser analysis shows that the meridional winds at the two locations
are in much closer agreement. This pattern is in line with what is seen
from the simulated results presented in Figures 5.3 and 5.4; using the zero-
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zenith reference and forcing the vertical wind to zero maps the actual vertical
winds into the reference error and creates the 200 m/s divergence. On the
other hand, using the zero-laser reference allows a vertical wind to exist.
Using this estimated vertical wind in the analysis of the CV data reduces
the discrepancies between the north and south CV estimates. Comparing
the figures of all uncorrected nights with corrected nights shows that the
divergences seen in the meridional winds are all greatly reduced when the
zero-laser technique is used. Furthermore, these large divergences are present
in the uncorrected nights only when vertical winds are present.
The large downward winds in the dusk sector are only seen in the data
during the local summer months (November through February). By stacking
each day’s estimated vertical winds, this trend can be seen in Figure 5.17.
Since this effect is only seen in the summer, changes in the laser stability and
etalon gap in changing thermal conditions could be causing these estimated
vertical winds at dusk, because the trailers get extremely hot during the day
and take time to cool off. More testing is still needed because the thermal en-
vironment may exceed both the set temperature of the thermally controlled
encasing of the etalon and the laser’s operational temperature. If these tem-
peratures are outside of the instrument specifications, βerror may drift in
excess of the estimated 5 m/s, causing an increase in the estimated vertical
wind error. The laser’s possible thermal dependence is why the temperature
invariant hollow cathode lamp (HCL) was added for comparison with the
laser technique. Figure 5.18 compares a single night’s laser-reference and
lamp-reference deduced zenith velocities and overlays the measured trailer
temperature. While the temperature sensor used to make this measurement
is not calibrated, it can still show how the relative temperature compares
to the estimated winds; neither appears to follow the ambient temperature.
However, there are a few discrepancies between vertical wind estimates that
must be explained. Figure 5.19 shows the relative change in the output of the
LM temperature estimate for both the laser and lamp and compares them
with the trailer temperature. The LM outputs are not actual temperatures
but rather estimates of the width of the fringe over the night. While the
laser’s “temperature” is relatively constant, the HCL’s temperature fluctu-
ates with the temperature in the trailer across the entire night. It is likely
that if the changing ambient temperature affects the lamp temperature es-
timates, it also affects the lamp Doppler estimates and could explain the
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discrepancies between lamp and laser zenith estimates. Therefore, the zero-
laser technique is still being used to analyse the Brazilian FPI data. The
improvements seen in the analyzed data, both in allowing vertical winds and
reducing the meridional wind divergence between common volume measure-
ment points, are sufficient to justify its use as the “correct” Doppler-reference
technique.
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Figure 5.5: November 2-3, 2010 winds derived with zero-zenith technique.
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Figure 5.6: November 2-3, 2010 winds derived with zero-laser technique.
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Figure 5.7: November 6-7, 2010 winds derived with zero-zenith technique.
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Figure 5.8: November 6-7, 2010 winds derived with zero-laser technique.
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Figure 5.9: November 8-9, 2010 winds derived with zero-zenith technique.
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Figure 5.10: November 8-9, 2010 winds derived with zero-laser technique.
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Figure 5.11: January 26-27, 2011 winds derived with zero-zenith technique.
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Figure 5.12: January 26-27, 2011 winds derived with zero-laser technique.
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Figure 5.13: July 27-28, 2011 winds derived with zero-zenith technique.
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Figure 5.14: July 27-28, 2011 winds derived with zero-laser technique.
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Figure 5.15: July 30-31, 2011 winds derived with zero-zenith technique.
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Figure 5.16: July 30-31, 2011 winds derived with zero-laser technique.
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Figure 5.17: Vertical winds collected from Brazil from late 2009 to early
2012.
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Figure 5.18: Zenith winds analyzed using zero-laser and zero-lamp
techniques compared to ambient temperature on September 21-22, 2011 at
Cariri.
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Figure 5.19: Relative “temperature” change of the laser and lamp from LM
estimation compared to ambient temperature on September 21-22, 2011 at
Cariri.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis develops a new technique to establish a zero-Doppler reference for
FPI measurements of the thermospheric neutral winds by employing observa-
tions of a frequency-stabilized HeNe laser. The newly established zero-laser
technique is designed to analyze the recent data obtained in RENOIR’s new
common volume mode utilizing the already imaged laser at each site. The
reference offset is computed using previously established methods for airglow
Doppler velocity estimation; the offset is necessary in estimating the vector
horizontal winds as well as estimating the vertical winds both from zenith
and inline measurements. This new method greatly improves the agreement
of the meridional winds from the two common volume points in our RENOIR
data and relaxes the zero-vertical wind assumption.
In Chapter 2, an introduction to the upper atmosphere is given. A descrip-
tion of the coincident neutral atmosphere and ionosphere is also covered. The
composition of these regions has been discussed, touching on how the chemi-
cal reactions of their constituents create the 630.0-nm airglow emission. The
F -region dynamo is then described, explaining how upper atmosphere winds
are driven and their role in driving commonly measured electron/ion drifts.
After describing typical thermospheric temperatures, the history of FPI use
in airglow measurements takes us to the current RENOIR project in Brazil.
In Chapter 3, an overview of the Fabry-Perot interferometer and RENOIR
system parameters is given. First, the basic fringe pattern is derived from
first-order principles. Useful parameters to describe the physical workings of
the etalon are then covered, including how Doppler measurements are made.
Then, the two Brazilian field sites are detailed along with the setup of the
instrumentation there. Finally, the different viewing geometry modes of the
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system are discussed.
In Chapter 4, a breakdown of the analysis and the zero-Doppler techniques
is given. First, there is an overview of the steps taken to convert an FPI image
into an estimate of Doppler velocity. Then, the equations for converting LOS
Doppler velocities to geographic winds are defined. Finally, each of the three
techniques — zero-zenith, zero-laser, and zero-lamp — is clarified to explain
each’s assumptions and how the component wind vectors are derived.
In Chapter 5, a comparison of both simulations and actual results using the
Doppler techniques is given. A mathematical simulation of error propagation
is first covered for the zenith and laser zero-Doppler methods. Then, a few
samples of results show the improvement in horizontal and vertical wind
agreement from CVN, CVS, and inline observation directions. The zero-laser
technique is finally chosen as the best choice for analysis.
6.2 Future Work
Although the laser method is chosen as the best zero-Doppler technique, fur-
ther testing still needs to be performed. The existence of the summer vertical
winds is still debatable since the laser stability in different temperature con-
ditions is, as of yet, unknown. In-lab experiments that categorize the precise
response of the laser to different temperatures and temperature gradients
should be looked at thoroughly. Now that solar maximum is approaching,
airglow intensities are increasing and less exposure time is needed for a sin-
gle observation. Shorter exposures allow the possibility of higher-resolution
temporal sampling, which could be used to run curl and divergence tests.
Such tests provide another means to estimate vertical winds because of the
assumption of incompressible flow; wind fields must be divergence free (or the
earth’s atmosphere would disappear), so estimates of horizontal divergence
can lead to estimates of vertical motion.
Colleagues have created a 2D FPI analysis routine that analyzes the whole
image without compressing it into a 1D fringe [27]. This implementation
also has the advantage of estimating etalon parameters over the course of
the night. Rerunning RENIOR data through this algorithm could further
improve the data quality as well as determine if etalon or laser effects are
causing the vertical winds we see. Quantitatively comparing the 1D and 2D
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methods would be the next important step in our FPI analysis.
Currently, four FPIs are deployed across the United States in a specific
chained geometry that gives good north-south and east-west spatial cover-
age of the mid-latitude ionosphere [28]. This setup, named the North Ameri-
can Thermosphere Ionopshere Observing Network (NATION), provides more
common volume points of comparison and, in the future, a tri-static obser-
vation point. Although this experiment is being conducted at a different
latitude, all the analysis techniques developed in this thesis can be applied.
Reference error simulations could be done with all possible common volume
pairs, and vertical wind patterns could also be studied from these sites. An-
other good test of the vertical wind calculations that can currently be done
would be to compare two sites that have an inline point directly over a third
site. This experiment would provide two independent observations of vertical
wind at the same time and location, an improvement over RENOIR’s three
independent vertical measurements taken at different times and locations.
Additionally, the numerous sites could take measurements to do a curl and
divergence analysis of the wind field. The new data from this experiment,
much like the RENOIR data, will be crucial to enhancing and possibly even
correcting current neutral wind models and increasing our understanding of
the physics of the upper atmosphere.
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